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Hello, my name is xxx. I am an artist, a musician, a certified insane “woman”, and mostly – a worker. 
who also used to be employed at this house. I used to work at the cash desk, in the shop and as a guard at 
the secession and here’s why I don’t do that anymore. 

As some of you may already know, an artistic practice and surviving without heritage or a rich family 
have never been easy to arrange. And as everyone probably knows this situation got even worse- way 
worse- with the corona pandemic where, especially for the poor, one minor incident can become a major 
existential threat while a way out got increasingly hard to plan or to rely on. The same goes for me. I 
haven’t made art since the end of the last lockdown in may 2021. Because art takes time to focus, to try 
out and to produce, it takes financial and mental resources and the necessary space to process whatever 
the creator took in before birthing the idea. All this is hard enough to combine with a status quo of 
sacrificing about 5 out of 7 days to the cheerful mixture of wage labor, bureaucracy and catastrophe 
management just in order to barely survive as it is the case with precarious folks like me. It gets even 
harder to manage if that wage labor centers around customer service- more on that later- 

as the, and it’s unironically called like that, “mental hygiene” you have to take care of when in customer 
service also consumes lots of time and resource. And it gets almost impossible to arrange all that when at 
least half of the time you sold the company- here, the secession- is not paid. 

The secession has accounted us so called “negative hours” with every time they had to close the museum 
due to a lockdown. Meaning that, after all our yearly vacation plus all the extra hours we had already 
worked -and hell, those were lots of hours- had been consumed in order to “flatten the curve”, we were 
told to work up those hours where we couldn’t come to work for it was closed. 

They told us this was necessary so they wouldn’t have to fire us. None of us said something against it, for 
finding alternate employment was  impossible during that time. The result were months where I worked 
three or four days in one week, several weeks, and all that for a payment of not even 450 bucks per 
month. The fact that no one can live from that and that I rely on also working another job, or that I’m 
battling a severe depression and anxiety disorder which is also a job, or that I actually took up this 
employment in order to be able to do my art and not the other way round, were of course of no interest at 
all. 

This museum, just like any other stupid oh so humanist liberal art institution that I worked at since I live 
in Vienna- and it’s been also many- doesn’t give a damn about their employees or the bare existence of 
worker’s rights.

I’ve had bosses holding back our daily wage just for personal sadistic joy. I’ve had gallerists telling me to 
“throw out the blood cardboard” after an uninsured art handler accidentally cut their thumb off with a 
Stanley knife. I’ve had them not even insuring the people selling their artworks for 50k each and paying 
half their monthly wage in cash to avoid taxes and social insurance. And now I’ve had one of the most 
renowned museums of the country, who’s being funded by the erste bank, arbeiter kammer itself and a list 
of private sponsors making us, the weakest and most exposed workers of the company, pay for a health 
crisis that none of us should be made responsible for individually, while cashing in the sate’s supports and 
telling us that we’d need to “stick together.  

Who hung up a big ass poster reading „Moria“ for showing „solidarity“, who just hosted a giant fucking 
„charity dinner“ two days ago for the other oh so humanist rich people of their kind. Who proclaims the 



freedom of art and while doing so claimed half my lifetime for free, who’s the main reason why I didn’t 
get to write a song or proceed in my studies in half a god damn year, who treated me like shit and then 
had the audacity to call me in for an employee talk to ask me to show more “self esteem” when dealing 
with customers. 

As I said, customer service is tough. It’s been before the pandemic too, but now it’s even worse. Not only 
do you get to deal with everyone’s frustration while being told to keep a straight face, you now also have 
to regularly fear for your life when someone walks in unmasked while also being burdened with 
guaranteeing everyone else’s safety, and all that of course without a single extra coin of money. The 
opposite is the case. Our time, our health, our resources, are worth just as much as we are, nothing. 

When it was up to us to stand in the cold checking the amount of people that were allowed to enter the 
building I asked for a safety signifier so customers would know I’m not being mean for fun so they don’t 
come too close to me. And I got told that „safety vests look so unsympathetic“. When I got sick during a 
Saturday shift I got told to call up every colleague including one on vacation to ask if they could jump in 
for me. And it’s always been considered to be completely normal and necessary to do that. To just be 
available to them every god damn day. We received about 10 emails a week without being allowed to read 
them during our shifts. Boundaries were eroded on a regular basis. But we were expected to always be 
polite and friendly. To be thankful for not being fired. 

The art world knows how to play our despair for jobs in this country where without the right contacts you 
don’t even get a chance as a cleaning lady (been there). They know how to play the publicity they have. 
And just like any other company does nowadays, but especially as those whose main product to sell is a 
liberal lifestyle, they get rid of one responsibility after the other, individualize every single condition, just 
to then ruffle their employees for not being able to perform the same level and then proceed to make a 
public statement on mental health. 

Every worker’s right you have, any social stability that the law guarantees you, is the result of literal 
bloody fights. People died so you don’t have to work 16 hour shifts anymore, just for these fucktards, like 
secession, to pretend they’ve never heard of these rights ever before. Just for them to go and try and test 
you like cruel little children until you’re so drained you just let it happen. 

Just for them to then go to their curator audience and talk shit about the reappropriation of working class 
perspective’s, about “queering” the art space, about “dismantling” capitalist ideology and about 
“decolonizing” museums. 

I’ve had enough of this humiliation! I’m sick and tired of this ridiculous sharade! I’ve had enough of this 
pile of shit called art institution, and if you think that any other of them is acting just remotely different 
then let me tell you sorry, but wrong. 

And if either any of you ever had to, or will have to, or wants to work in the art field without suffering the 
way that I did, or if any of you is lucky enough to never want to, or have to work in the art field but still 
actually believes that poor people should also get their chance to create, or in other words if you really 
think that art should be free instead of just the carrier of a radically free market, then I suggest you stand 
with me. 


